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Exchange, share, debate even after the Assembly! Find your favourite topic amongst the seven
workshops which took place on 19 June 2013.
Share this

Workshop 1: Digital skills for jobs and learning #da13skills
[1]

Filling the jobs of today and tomorrow with new approaches to training and education (read more [2]
and see report [3]).

Workshop 2: Going Smart and Accessible in Public Services
and Cities #da13smart [4]
'Digital' making sense for citizens: do smart public services live up to their promise? How do we make
public websites accessible to all? Do we want to live in a smart city? (read more [5] and see report [6]).

Workshop 3: Translating research and innovation into jobs
and growth #da13innov [7]
Digital innovation in the market place: how can we win the race? (read more [8] and see report [9]).

Workshop 4: Broadband demand stimulation: the impact of
cloud #da13cloudBB [10]
The Workshop will focus on how cloud changes the broadband demand, what are the infrastructure
requirements for cloud services, as well as the role of the public sector in broadband demand
stimulation (read more [11] and see report [12]).

Workshop 5: Building an open, safe & secure cyberspace
#da13trustsec [13]
How best to prevent and respond to cyber disruptions and attacks (read more [14] and see report [15]).

Workshop 6: Tech entrepreneurs: the path to success
#da13entre [16]
How to create a favourable environment for startups in Europe ? Join the debate and help us

identifying concrete new actions for tech entrepreneurs (read more [17] and see report [18]).

Workshop 7: The Digital Single Market for business and
consumers #da13DSM [19]
The Digital Single Market comprises two strands which will be put under spotlight/discussed during
the workshop: online transactions of physical goods and online transactions of digital content (read
more [20] and see report [21]).
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